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Abstract—In this work, we propose a fast weak classifier that
can detect and track eyes in video sequences. The approach relies
on a least-squares detector based on the Inner Product Detector
(IPD) that can estimate a probability density distribution for
a feature’s location – which fits naturally with a Bayesian
estimation cycle, such as a Kalman or particle filter. As a least-
squares sliding window detector, it possesses tolerance to small
variations in the desired pattern while maintaining good general-
ization capabilities and computational efficiency. We propose two
approaches to integrating the IPD with a particle filter tracker.
We use the BioID, FERET, LFPW and COFW public datasets as
well as five manually annotated high-definition video sequences to
quantitatively evaluate the algorithms’ performance. The video
dataset contains four subjects, different types of backgrounds,
blurring due to fast motion, and occlusions. All code and data
are available.

Index Terms—Feature Density Estimation, Fiducial Point Lo-
calization, Object Detection, Tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are currently experiencing a revolution in the way in
which we interact with our devices. Voice, biometrics, and
body/facial motions are increasingly being used as means to
control our gadgets. In computer vision and image processing,
the problem of localization and tracking is intrinsically linked
to the handling of facial movements and gestures. For example,
when developing a system that uses hand motions to control
a device, one needs to find the hand and track it and then to
encode and analyze the motion. The same can be said about
dynamic facial expressions.

In most cases, both detection and tracking are necessary,
as detection alone can introduce clutter and noise into the
output. Although tracking can produce a smoother path, this
path can eventually drift as time goes by. A possible solution
is to integrate both approaches to achieve the best of both
worlds. In this work, we address probabilistic detection and
tracking in the context of eye localization.
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Correlation filtering [1] is a signal processing tool that has
been successfully used as a template-based detection tech-
nique. The pattern recognition literature contains extensive ex-
amples of its use in applications such as general-purpose track-
ing [2], eye tracking [3], and face detection/recognition [4],
[5]. A typical interpretation is to regard the filter as a detector
and to consider the unknown signal as a sample to be evalu-
ated.

In a previous work [6], we introduced a novel approach
based on correlation filters for detecting facial landmarks, the
Inner Product Detector (IPD). This method was proven to
be particularly competitive in eye detection [7]. The IPD has
several distinctive features: (1) the IPD is a weak classifier –
it is an excellent candidate for boosting and cascading tech-
niques; (2) the IPD is tolerant to small variations in the desired
patterns, a feature inherited from correlation filters; (3) the
IPD’s detection procedure consists essentially of dot products
– it is computationally fast; (4) the IPD can be parallelized
for multiple simultaneous detections, meaning that multiple
threads or GPU cores can be used for its implementation; and
(5) the IPD is flexible – with proper training, the IPD can
detect various types of patterns.

The output of the IPD is a point cloud of potential detection
results, where each point is assigned a value related to the
confidence, or reliability, of the corresponding result as a
match to the desired target pattern. This output can be used to
infer a probability distribution for the pattern over an image.
This inference can be either parametric or nonparametric (we
explore both possibilities later on). However, because the IPD
is an image-based approach, there is no guarantee of temporal
consistency when it is applied across consecutive frames in
video sequences. A way to improve its detection robustness
by exploiting temporal information is to combine detection
and tracking techniques [8], [9].

In [9], the IPD was used to initialize a Kanade-Lucas
tracker. It was presented as a weak classifier, since its results
are only slightly correlated with the true class. This is more
evident when it is employed to detect more challenging facial
features, such as eye corners. In the work presented [9],
this problem was overcome by using the IPD in a cascade
structure with a discriminant function different from the one
presented here. In [9], temporal and geometrical constraints
were employed together with the IPD to globally locate a set of
6 facial features on eyes in a video sequence. In [7], we again
used the IPD in a cascade structure to build a strong classifier
to reduce the false positive rate for eye detection in images
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without employing any temporal constraints. Distinct from the
works presented in [7], [9], here, we apply the IPD as a local
weak classifier that does not use a global face model, with
results comparable to those of state-of-the-art eye detection
techniques on images for which the required precision is
smaller than 5% of the interocular distance. We also evaluate
the effect of the design parameters on the IPD’s performance
and complete the assessment by means of cross-dataset valida-
tion between the BioID [10] and FERET [11] datasets. Further
experiments on the LFPW [12] and COFW [13] datasets are
also included. In addition, we design eye trackers by using the
IPD to estimate a probability density function for a feature’s
location with respect to image coordinates, and we propose
one parametric and one nonparametric method of integrating
the IPD into a particle filter framework.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
related works in the field of eye detection/tracking. We present
the IPD as a weak classifier in Section III. We introduce
the IPD as a means of performing nonparametric density
estimation for eye location in Section IV. We also describe
how to integrate the IPD into a particle filter framework for
eye tracking in a video sequence. In Section V, we present
the experimental procedures used in this work, including
the databases and evaluation metrics. Later, in the same
section, we discuss several aspects of the IPD and compare
its performance in eye detection against that of state-of-the-art
methods. We also report results for the proposed eye tracking
algorithms. Section VI presents the conclusions.

II. RELATED WORKS

The problem of locating and/or tracking facial features
has been extensively investigated in recent years. Features
of human faces are useful in many applications, such as
biometrics, expression recognition [14], face alignment, pose
estimation [15], 3D face modeling [16], [17], and face track-
ing. Eye detection and tracking, in particular, can be used
in many applications, such as attention and gaze estimation
for the control of assistive devices for disable people [18],
[19], driver fatigue detection [20], [21], augmented reality
systems [22], and biometrics [23].

There are various ways to locate and track the position
of the eyes [23], [24]. However, most methods described in
the literature are based on computer vision techniques. Some
of them use dark and bright pupil effect to track the eyes
[18]. It is common to use active infrared (IR) illumination,
which forces the pupil to appear brighter than the rest of the
image [25]–[27]. These methods can achieve good accuracy,
but they cannot be used in daylight applications and require
dedicated hardware [28].

Vision-based techniques can be divided into local and global
methods [29]. Global methods generally include shape or
appearance constraints. They are capable of locating multiple
facial features simultaneously. However, their performance is
strongly dependent on their initialization, and they generally
have higher computational costs than local methods. Given
their dependence on a good initialization point, most global
methods rely on local approximations. As an example, [30]

presents a fast and accurate regression approach for face
alignment. This approach uses a two-step procedure consisting
of a local regressor to extract local binary features from the
landmark region, followed by a global linear regressor to esti-
mate the output shape. Some methods use various approaches
based on coarse-to-fine shape estimation, such as employing
image descriptors to estimate the probability distribution of the
current shape [31], using a cascade of convolutional [32] or
stacked auto-encoder networks [33], or employing multi-level
methods to learn the best facial shape [34], [35]. An iterative
procedure for finding the best shape model is discussed in [36].
A descent gradient method is employed in [37] to compute
the shape sequence that minimizes the cost function. It is
important to note that although the method proposed here can
be used for the local initialization of these global methods,
direct comparison of our results with theirs is not fair because
the proposed method is local in nature.

Local methods can locate a single feature with great accu-
racy and lower computational cost, but they tend to suffer
from ambiguity under conditions of complex backgrounds
and occlusion. We address this problem by using an eye
template size that is nearly 25% of the face size, containing the
entire eye region, including the eyebrow, eyelid and eyelashes.
Because we are detecting inner facial features, most of the
background is skin. This increased template size reduces the
ambiguity of the template, endowing our method with some
robustness to small occlusions and the ability to overcome
some of the drawbacks of local methods. In addition, it can
be used to obtain a good initialization for global methods
such as AMS and AAM. It can also provide assistance for
local methods such as the one presented in [38], where the
feasibility of applying standard deformable models to an
human eye is investigated using local processing within the
detected region.

There are many model-based computer vision tech-
niques [28], [39]–[42] that do not require a learning step but
have the shortcoming that they do not generalize well to other
types of features. The method proposed in [28] uses isophote
curvature to locate the eyes. Gradients and dot products are
employed in [39] for the same task. In [40], an adaptive CDF
analysis is used to locate the pupils. A technique based on
eye-area edge map comparison can be found in [41]. In [42],
the eyes are located by means of projection functions.

There are also many methods that rely on learning to
perform the eye detection task [43]–[55]. In [48], eye detection
is performed by means of a scheme using Haar wavelets
and an SVM. SVMs are also a key method used in several
other works. An SVM is combined with projection functions
in [47]. An SVM is used to select features from the output
of a Gabor filter in [51]. In [56], local features are detected
using a combination of the SVM and SIFT approaches, and
the positioning of the features is globally refined by optimizing
a Bayesian objective function using a consensus of models.
A 2-D cascaded AdaBoost algorithm is used in [49]. The
method presented in [54] employs an enhanced version of
Reisfeld’s generalized symmetry transform. The result of a
multistage approach with Pairwise Reinforcement of Feature
Responses (PRFR) is used to initialize an Active Appearance
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Model (AAM) in [52]. A sparse representation classifier with
a pyramid-like strategy that employs a codebook of invariant
local features to find and represent eye patterns is described
in [55]. A scheme that uses an ensemble of randomized trees
to locate the pupils is reported in [57]. Several methods use
discriminating feature extraction (DFE), by means of Haar
wavelet transformation [58], to select multiple discriminatory
features for distinguishing between eye and non-eye images
using the whitened principal component analysis space [59],
[60]. In this method, the classifier is a modified SVM, called
eSVM [61], for which the execution time is significantly re-
duced in comparison with a conventional SVM with no change
in its generalization performance. Sometimes, finding facial
features requires the use of an extremely large database of
facial images. In this situation, one can use the 3D morphable
face model (3DMM) [62], [63] to perform detector training
[64] based on a mix of synthetic (generated by the 3DMM) and
natural facial images. A framework that utilizes eye templates
to produce features to be fed into a backpropagation neural
network for locating eyes is presented in [65]. A similar
approach is presented in [66], in which Deep Boltzmann
Machines are used to produce the features to be used by the
backpropagation neural network to search for eyes using a
moving window.

The use of a probabilistic distribution to represent the
localization of a feature naturally leads to Bayesian tracking
and information fusion pipelines. For instance, a Bayesian
method can enable the learning of an underlying distribution
for the position of the eyes based on visual features [44],
an unscented particle filter can be used to propagate local
points of interest [67], and multiple object detectors acting on
different cameras can be used to estimate a jointly detected
distribution in the world space [68].

III. EYE DETECTION USING THE INNER PRODUCT
DETECTOR (IPD)

A matched filter is a technique that is frequently used to
detect the presence of a known signal, the so-called template,
in an unknown signal composed of the desired template
corrupted by noise. The filtering, or detection, is achieved
by cross-correlating the filter (or detector) with the unknown
signal. The output of the filter is large when the desired pattern
is present in the input and small otherwise. The impulse
response of the filter (detector), obtained by time-reversing
the conjugate of the template, is optimal in the sense that it
maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [1] at the filter’s
output.

In the case of a Correlation Filter (CF), the matched filter
is applied in the frequency domain. More specifically, one
computes the Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs) of the
detector and the signal before computing the cross-correlation
between them. The output will exhibit a peak when the desired
pattern is correlated with the detector [1]. One remarkable
advantage of this technique is its tolerance to small variations
in the pattern to be detected. Because of this, CFs and their
variants, such as Class-dependent Feature Analysis (CFA),
have been widely used to detect objects in images [1], [4],
[5], [69].

Here, we use a CF-based detector referred as the Inner Prod-
uct Detector (IPD) [6], [70], [71] to detect landmarks, where
the obtained detector is optimal with respect to minimizing the
squared classification error. As for CFs, the detection result is
computed as the inner product between the detector and a
sample. Again, the output is large if the sample contains the
desired pattern and small otherwise. However, there are two
remarkable differences between the IPD and a CF: (i) the CF
performs cross-correlation in the frequency domain, whereas
the IPD does so in the pixel domain, and (ii) the CF incorpo-
rates statistics for weighting DFT samples, whereas the IPD
incorporates a priori statistics in the autocovariance matrices.
The characteristics of the IPD are described in the next section.

A. Binary IPD

Let x be a realization of a d-dimensional random variable
X . Each realization x belongs to one of the classes C0

and C1, and we wish to find a d-dimensional detector hC1

that is optimal, in the least-squares sense, and capable of
indicating whether a realization belongs to class C1. Ideally,
the classification should arise from the discriminant function

hT
C1

x = c, (1)

where c = 1 if x ∈ C1 and c = 0 if x ∈ C0.
The squared classification error is

‖e‖2 = (hT
C1

x− c)(hT
C1

x− c)T, (2)

and since hC1
and x are real-valued vectors and hT

C1
x and c

are scalars, we rewrite Equation (2) as

‖e‖2 = hT
C1

xxThC1
− 2hT

C1
xc+ c2. (3)

The expectation value of the squared error is

E
[
‖e‖2

]
= hT

C1
E
[
xxT

]
hC1 − 2hT

C1
E [xc] + E

[
c2
]
. (4)

The desired detector minimizes Equation (4), which can be
accomplished by differentiating it with respect to hC1

and
setting it equal to zero:

∂E
[
‖e‖2

]
∂hC1

= 2E
[
xxT

]
hC1
− 2E [xc]

= 0.

(5)

Thus, we can compute the detector as follows:

hC1 =
(
E[xxT]

)−1
E[xc]. (6)

This is only possible for an invertible E
[
xxT

]
, which arises

when there are sufficient independent training samples. When
this condition is not met, the pseudo-inverse or a regularization
procedure can be employed.

We can rewrite E[xxT] and E[xc] as functions of the
training set samples. For the first term,

E[xxT] =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xxT = R, (7)

and for the second,

E[xc] = E[xc|C0]p(C0) + E[xc|C1]p(C1). (8)
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Since c = 1 when x belongs to C1 and is zero otherwise,
E[xc|C0] is equal to zero. Therefore, in terms of the training
samples, Equation (8) becomes

E[xc] = p(C1)µC1
, (9)

where

µCi
=

1

Ni

Ni∑
j=1

xij . (10)

By combining Equations (7) and (9) together, we can
express the detector hC1

in terms of the training samples:

hC1
= p(C1)R

−1µC1
. (11)

If the problem involves multiple classes and one wishes to
determine whether x belongs to a class Ci, then the detector
hCi for the i-th class is analogous:

hCi
= p(Ci)R

−1µCi
. (12)

Note that the existence condition for R−1 guarantees statis-
tically independent samples. Fortunately, even if this condition
does not hold, it is possible to compute the pseudo-inverse of
R and find an approximate solution, using either the Minimum
Average Correlation Energy (MACE) filter approach [69] or
Class-dependence Filter Analysis (CFA) [4]. Finally, hC1 can
be used to classify an unknown sample xk in accordance with
the classification rule expressed in Equation (1).

B. Eye Localization Using the IPD

The IPD includes a strong constraint in its formulation.
The constraint imposed by the discriminant function expressed
in Equation (1) is that the classes must be orthogonal. Such
orthogonality is unlikely in real-world data. Since the samples
are not normalized, the output can be any real value. In
practice, we might have negative samples with IPD values
greater than those of positive samples or even samples with
IPD values outside the interval [0, 1]. Consequently, the IPD
has a high false positive error rate in its original formulation,
meaning that it is only slightly correlated with the desired
class. In other words, the IPD is a weak classifier. One way to
keep the IPD values within a bounded interval is to normalize
the classifier, in which case it becomes the cosine of the angle
between the detector and the sample. With this strategy, we
can force the IPD value to lie in the interval [−1, 1] and
eliminate any negative samples that do not lie in the direction
of the detector but have large IPD values because of their large
magnitudes. In doing so, we can ensure that only the output
sample xm, located at the point sm, has the maximum IPD
value and thus obtain only a single location as a result. This
yields the following discriminant function:

xm = arg max
x∈C

(
hT
C1

x

‖hC1
‖‖x‖

)
, (13)

where C is a set consisting of K test samples x. This
modified discriminant function bisects the feature space with
a hypercone instead of a hyperplane.

In some cases, it is desirable to store a set of the most
likely candidates instead of a single point. In this case, it is

possible to employ a grid search to establish a threshold for
selecting an interval of IPD values that can be used to correctly
classify some percentage of the training samples. This strategy
is useful when the IPD is used as a preliminary step for another
method [9]. As a consequence, the IPD returns a cloud of
points with high probabilities of being the desired feature. This
aspect of the IPD is explored in sections IV-A and IV-B.

C. Relations between the IPD and Matched Filters, Linear
Regression, and LDA

For the case in which R, found in Equation (11), is a
positive-definite matrix, it can be expressed in terms of its
singular value decomposition as

R = ΦTΛΦ, (14)

where the columns of Φ are the eigenvectors of R, also
referred to as the principal components, and Λ is a diagonal
matrix containing the variances along the principal directions.
Thus, Equation (11) becomes

hC1 = p(C1)Φ
TΛ−1ΦµC1

. (15)

This implies that the IPD when applied to a block x
becomes

hT
C1

x = p(C1)µ
T
C1

ΦTΛ−1Φx

= p(C1)
(
Λ−1/2ΦµC1

)T (
Λ−1/2Φx

)
. (16)

The operator (Λ−1/2φ) is referred to as the “whitening
transform” [72] because, after this transformation, the data
have equal variances in all directions (as is the case for white
noise). Therefore, from Equation (16), one can interpret the
IPD as a template that matches the mean of the class to
be detected in the whitened domain. Using matched filter
terminology, it is a matched filter in the whitened domain.

The IPD is a dot-product operator like those used in Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and linear regression. In LDA,
the two classes are modeled as Gaussian random variables with
the same covariance matrix, and the optimal Bayes solution is
employed to find the discriminant function.

The formulation of linear regression is similar to that of the
IPD but considers the overall average of all data, whereas in
the IPD, we are interested in the average over only the class
of interest (see Equation (10)).

The IPD detects the samples that, when whitened, have
the smallest angular distance from the class of interest (see
Equations (13) and (16)). In other words, the IPD discriminant
function selects a region of the feature space that is a hyper-
cone. Since both LDA and linear regression define merely a
plane that bisects the space, the IPD is more selective and
demonstrates better performance in the classification scenario
when the class of interest has a much smaller volume in the
space than the negative class – exactly as in the case of feature
or object detection in images.
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IV. THE IPD AS A PRIOR FOR TRACKING USING PARTICLE
FILTERS

In this section, we investigate the use of the IPD in a particle
filter framework. We start by briefly describing Bayesian state
estimation and particle filters. More through descriptions can
be found in [73]–[76]. Let S = RM be a state space, and
let s(n) ∈ S be the state corresponding to a discrete time
n ∈ Z. Suppose that we know the states of a process from the
beginning up to the present (s(0), s(1), · · · , s(n)) and wish to
estimate the next state, s(n+ 1).

When our states are modeled as random variables, the
optimal estimate of ŝ(n+ 1) is the conditional density

ŝ(n+ 1) = arg max
s(n+1)

{p(s(n+ 1)|s(0), s(1), · · · , s(n))} .

(17)
Let z(n) ∈ RN be an indirect observation of our state
at the discrete time n. The sequence of measurements up
to the present is Z(n) = {z(0), · · · , z(n)}. The model of
the sensory system is defined by the conditional probability
density p(z(n)|s(0), · · · , s(n), z(0), · · · , z(n−1)). Assuming
that our sensory system is memoryless, we can rewrite the
probability of these measurements as

p(z(n)|s(0), · · · , s(n),Z(n− 1)) = p(z(n)|s(n)). (18)

The sequential estimation begins with a prior distribution
p(s(0)) at the discrete time index n = 0, and for each
subsequent time index n, we recursively obtain the posterior
density. The first step of this recursion is prediction, for which
Bayes’ theorem combined with the Markov condition enables
the calculation of p(s(n + 1)|Z(n)). The last step of the
recursion is updating, in which we increment the variable n
such that p(s(n + 1)|Z(n)) becomes p(s(n)|Z(n − 1)), and
another measurement z(n) is collected to allow us to obtain the
next posterior density p(s(n)|Z(n)). Since our sensory system
is memoryless, we can use Bayes’ theorem.

This recursion is known as Bayes (or predictive) filter-
ing [73], [75]. Since it provides the posterior density in each
iteration, we need an optimality criterion to obtain an optimal
estimate of the current state [74]. Under known constraints,
the posterior can be simplified. The Kalman filter is a classical
example – it is the optimal solution when both the state and
measurement models are linear with Gaussian noise [73]–
[75]. In other cases, the state and measurement models are
linear, but the distributions of the states are not Gaussian. A
remarkable approximation for this type of problem is particle
filtering, in which a recursive Bayesian filter is implemented
through Monte Carlo simulations [73]–[75].

In a nutshell, a particle filter begins by randomly draw-
ing K particles sk(0) from the cloud of points and ini-
tializing their respective weights as wk(0) = 1

K . In the
update step, it sets the importance weights to w(sk(n))
by applying w(sk(n)) = p(z(n)|sk(n)) and calculates the
normalized importance weights wnorm(s

k(n)) by applying
wnorm(s

k(n)) = w(sk(n))∑
w(sk(n))

. An estimate ŝ(n) is obtained as

ŝ(n) =
∑K

k=1 w
k
norm(n)s

k(n). The filter then uses resampling
to revert from this importance-weighted sample back to a non-
parametric representation of equally weighted samples. A good

description of the standard particle filter can be found in [73]–
[76].

A. The IPD as a Parametric Density Estimator
In the first algorithm that integrates the IPD into the particle

filter framework, we assume that the cloud of points output
by the IPD has a Gaussian distribution. To reduce the number
of points in the detection output, we employ a cascade of
IPDs [9], trained using the BioID dataset. Each stage of the
cascade is designed to retain 95% of the positive training data.
The goal is to retain only a small set of good candidates.

A state (or a particle) is represented by the corresponding
eye position s(sx, sy) in units of pixels. At the instant n, the
state is

s(n) = (sx(n), sy(n)). (19)

In the initialization step, we choose K = 300 particles; that
is, we select only 300 points from the cloud. According to
the algorithm described earlier in this section, the normalized
weights must be computed during the update step. To do so, we
estimate the average µc(n) and the covariance matrix Σc(n)
using the complete cloud of points. After that, we compute
the likelihoods of the particles using a Gaussian model with
these parameters, that is,

p(z(n)|sk(n)) = e[−
1
2d

k(n)TΣ−1
c (n)dk(n)]√

(2π)2|Σc(n)|
, (20)

where
dk (n) = sk(n)− µc(n). (21)

The normalized weights wnorm are obtained by normalizing
the outcome of the above equation. The output of the algo-
rithm, ŝ(n), is the average of the particles sk(n), weighted by
wnorm(s

k(n)). To maintain the stability of the algorithm, the
covariance matrix Σc(n) needs to be of full rank. We use a
regularization factor to guarantee this property even when the
cloud contains only a small number of points.

We use Gaussian noise in the prediction step:

s(n+ 1) = s(n) + νP(n), (22)

where νP(n) = N (0, Id2P). Here, I is the 2×2 identity matrix,
and dP is a scalar.

B. The IPD as a Nonparametric Density Estimator
In the parametric approach presented in Section IV-A, we

use the resulting cloud of points to estimate the parameters
of a known distribution. The nonparametric approach is even
simpler: the entire cloud of points, weighted by their IPD-
normalized inner product results, represents the nonparametric
distribution [77].

In a particle filter, we use the likelihood of the observation
to find the weight of each particle before the resampling step.
The traditional way to do so is to “interpolate” the density
function using a kernel around each point of the nonparametric
representation. Using a traditional Gaussian kernel, the non-
normalized weights of the particles, w(sk(n)), are

w(sk(n)) =

M∑
i=1

ci(n)e
[− 1

2dk
i (n)

T (Id2)−1dk
i (n)], (23)
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where
dk
i (n) = sk(n)− si(n), (24)

M is the number of points in the cloud, and ci(n) is the IPD-
normalized inner product value for the i-th point in the cloud,
si(n).

As in the parametric case (see Equation (22)), in our
experiments, we use a simple random walk in the prediction
step, with Gaussian noise νNP(n) applied to the particles:

s(n+ 1) = s(n) + νNP(n), (25)

where νNP(n) = N (0, Id2NP) and dNP is a scalar.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We define a sample as a block centered on a point inside
a Region of Interest (RoI). Further details about the RoI are
given below. A positive sample is a block whose central point
is either the manually annotated ground truth or any of its
8-connected neighbors (that is, the 4 closest pixels in the
horizontal and vertical directions, together with 4 closest pixels
in the diagonal directions), for a total of nine positive samples
per image. The negative class consists of the remaining points
inside the RoI that do not belong to the positive class. As a
preprocessing procedure, we compute the training set sample
mean and subtract it from each sample, including those in
the test set. It has been verified experimentally that this
consistently improves the hit rates.

We used 10-fold cross-validation in our experiments, re-
porting the average of the folds as the result. The exceptions
were the experiments in which we performed cross-dataset
validation. Although this methodology may differ from that
used in other works, we believe that the comparisons presented
in this section are fair because they are obtained using the same
datasets and evaluation metrics.

A. Datasets

We used six datasets: the BioID dataset [10], the FERET
dataset [11], the LFPW dataset [12], the COFW dataset [13],
a high-definition videoconference dataset [78] and the Talking
Face dataset [79]. The BioID dataset consists of 1,521 gray-
level images of 23 subjects in frontal poses, with a resolution
of 384 × 286 pixels. This dataset is provided with two sets
of annotations. The first set contains the coordinates of the
center of the eyes. The second describes the coordinates of
20 landmarks on each face, as shown in Figure 1. Some
BioID images are of individuals wearing glasses or with closed
eyes, and they include large variations in illumination and
background as well as multiple facial scales, rotations and
expressions.

The FERET database is composed of 11,338 facial images
of 994 subjects at various angles. The images are in color, with
a resolution of 512× 786 pixels. In our experiments, we used
a subset of 2003 images, in which the subjects are in nearly
frontal poses, are not wearing glasses and do not have facial
hair. In this dataset, the background is plain, the images were
captured with frontal illumination, and the subjects show a
small range of expressions. The images used in the experiment

were manually annotated with 13 facial points, as depicted in
Figure 1. The annotations used are an additional contribution
of this work and are available at [78].
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Fig. 1: Left: BioID annotation. Right: FERET annotation. The
annotations over the pupils are used as references.

The Labeled Face Parts in the Wild (LFPW) dataset is one of
the most commonly used databases for facial image analysis.
It is composed of 1300 images obtained from internet search
sites using text queries. They exhibit large variations in pose,
illumination, and facial expression. This database includes 29
annotated landmarks.

The Caltech Occluded Faces in the Wild (COFW) dataset
is a challenging dataset designed to present faces under real-
world conditions. Composed of 1007 images with the same 29
landmarks found in the LFPW dataset, this dataset contains
faces occluded to various degrees, with large variations in the
types of occlusion encountered.

The LFPW and COFW datasets are heterogeneous datasets
containing images with different resolutions and degrees of
occlusion. Images without eyes or in which either of the eyes
is fully occluded were excluded from the evaluation. This
was done because our approach cannot handle these types
of occlusions, given its local nature. Images with partial eye
occlusions were retained.

Five high-definition (1080p) videoconference sequences of
300 frames each were employed to assess the tracking frame-
work. These sequences contain compression artifacts to a mod-
erate degree and represent four distinct subjects and different
types of backgrounds, movements and facial occlusions. The
sequence we refer to as “easy” shows little movement of the
subject and no occlusion. The one referred to as “intermedi-
ate/difficult” contains blur, a subject with a moderate amount
of movement and no occlusion. The other three sequences
are considered difficult because they exhibit blur, subjects
with fast movements, and partial or total occlusion of the
face by one of the hands. We manually annotated 13 fiducial
points on the faces, including the pupils of the eyes, in all
300 frames. The sequences and the manual annotations are
available at [78].

We also used a second video database to evaluate the
performance of our tracking method. The Talking Face Video
is a sequence of 5000 frames (approximately 200 seconds)
with a resolution of 720 × 576 pixels of a person engaged
in conversation in a room with a plain blue background. This
database was designed to simulate a subject’s behavior under
natural circumstances. The frames were semi-automatically
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annotated using an AAM with a 68-point model trained for
the subject depicted in the sequence.

B. Preprocessing

All images were preprocessed before the detection and
tracking procedure. Initially, the facial rectangle was located
using the OpenCV implementation of the Viola-Jones [80]
detector. Although this occurred in only a small number
of cases, in some images, the algorithm failed to detect a
face. These cases were not considered during evaluation. On
average, the face detector missed 5.3 of the 152.1 images per
fold. The detected faces were scaled to a predefined size.

The images from the BioID dataset were acquired in a
non-controlled environment and exhibit large variations in
illumination and/or nonlinear illumination – characteristics
that are present in many real-world applications. We achieved
robustness to these characteristics by employing a three-step
illumination normalization procedure [81]: gamma correction,
Difference of Gaussians (DoG) filtering, and contrast normal-
ization.

To reduce the computational complexity of our method,
we constrained the IPD’s search region. We used the vertical
symmetry of the human face and the fact that the eyes occupy
approximately the same relative region in each face-detected
window. Our search region was restricted to an area, called the
Region of Interest (RoI), with a high probability of containing
the desired point. We learned the RoI from the ground truth of
the training set, under the assumption that the feature location
is a random variable S with a Gaussian distribution of mean
µS and covariance ΣS . For each position sn of the desired
point in each of the N images in the training set, we computed
its Mahalanobis distance:

dn =

√
(sn − µS)

t
Σ−1S (sn − µS). (26)

The RoI is the elliptical region bounded by the training
samples that maximize the Mahalanobis distance dmax within
a tolerance of 5%. Equation (27) is used to verify whether
a candidate point sc belongs to the RoI. A candidate is
considered inside the RoI when

(sc − µS)
t
Σ−1S (sc − µS) ≤ (1.05 dmax)

2 (27)

is satisfied.
Figure 2 (left) shows the ground truths of all points in the

training set superimposed on an image from the BioID dataset.
The elliptical regions have a high probability of containing the
centers of the eyes. Figure 2 (right) illustrates the RoIs. Their
shapes depend on the statistics of the training set. The region
corresponding to the right eye contains 814 points, and the
region corresponding to the left eye contains 1, 923 points.
Note that the observed asymmetry between the left and Right
RoIs is an indication that the poses of the faces in the BioID
database are biased toward one side. In addition, one can see
from the example in Figure 2 that the pupils are not well
centered inside the RoIs. However, this is not important for
the proper functioning of the proposed method. In this method,
the function of the RoI is to limit the search space. Therefore,

Fig. 2: Left: ground truths of the training samples superim-
posed on a BioID image. Right: RoIs estimated from the
training samples.

we merely need to guarantee that the eye is inside the RoI,
and this occurs with a high probability in our model.

After the preprocessing step, we performed detection using
a sliding window with a low-resolution template. In Sec-
tion V-D, we discuss the ideal sizes of the face and the
template used in the proposed method.

C. Evaluation
Two accuracy measures were employed to assess the per-

formance of the proposed method: a local and a global metric,
both inspired by Jesorsky’s work [45]. The local metric is

e =
‖sa − sg‖
deyes

, (28)

where sa is the coordinate of the automatic label generated
by the proposed method, sg is the coordinate of the ground
truth (the manually annotated point), and deyes is the distance
between the pupils in the ground truth. The local metric was
used to evaluate the performance at a single point. It can
be interpreted as the displacement between the output of the
method and the ground truth, normalized with respect to the
correct interocular distance.

As described in the literature [28], [45], we assessed the
precision of the proposed method by considering the interval
of the e values. For example, if e ≤ 0.25, the method is
sufficiently precise to locate the eye. This is so because the
distance between the eye and the corner is approximately 25%
of the interocular distance. Similarly, the method is capable of
locating the iris if e ≤ 0.10 and the pupil if e ≤ 0.05.

The global metric is

eworst ≤
max(el, er)

deyes
, (29)

where deyes is the interocular distance and el and er are the
distances between the estimates and the ground truths for the
left and right eyes, respectively. With this metric, we can
compute the maximum normalized error between the two eyes.
In a similar way, we can define two additional variants of
the metric given in Equation (29): one using the minimum
normalized error between the two eyes, and the other using the
averaged normalized error. These three normalized measures
yield curves labeled as worst eye, best eye and average eye,
respectively, throughout the remainder of this paper. These
curves can be used to verify the bounds on the performance
of the proposed method.
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D. Effects of the Face and Template Sizes

We evaluated the training and testing procedures using
different template and face sizes. For this purpose, the faces
obtained via the Viola-Jones algorithm were scaled to a
common size. Since the sizes of the RoIs vary with the face
size, the computational cost of detection is proportional to the
face size M and the template size N . The smaller the face
and the template are, the lower the complexity is, resulting in
a trade-off between performance and computational cost.

In this work, the faces were rescaled between 50×50 pixels
and 125×125 pixels. Although there were cases in which the
faces were upscaled, in most cases, the faces were downscaled.
With regard to the template, we started with block sizes from
15% to 38% relative to the face size. Table I shows all face
and block sizes used in this work. The entries in the table are
the absolute block sizes.

TABLE I: Evaluated relative block sizes and face sizes.

Size of the face (in pixels)
50× 50 75× 75 100× 100 125× 125

∼ 15% 7× 7 11× 11 15× 15 19× 19

Block size ∼ 20% 11× 11 15× 15 21× 21 25× 25

(w.r.t. to the ∼ 28% 15× 15 21× 21 27× 27 35× 35

face size) ∼ 35% 17× 17 27× 27 35× 35 45× 45
∼ 38% 19× 19 29× 19 37× 37 47× 47

Because of the symmetry of the face, to save space, Figure 3
shows only the results for the right eye. Note that the hit rate
curves do not start from zero. This is because most faces in the
dataset are larger than 125×125 pixels and were downscaled.
Downscaling reduces the precision of the detection procedure,
mapping multiple pixels to one. This behavior limits the
minimum possible measured error in terms of the interocular
distance, thereby producing a false impression of improvement
for downscaled images. This occurs at block sizes below
5% of the interocular distance for an image downscaled to
50 × 50 pixels, below 3.3% for 75 × 75 pixels, below 2.5%
for 100 × 100 pixels, and below 2% for 125 × 125 pixels.
Thus, these regions in the graphs do not contain any useful
information and therefore are not shown. From Figure 3, one
can see that the hit rate increases with the block size up to
approximately 28% of the face size. Beyond this size, there is
no significant increase in the hit rate.

Figure 4 shows the IPD results obtained for several face
sizes when using templates of approximately 28% of the face
size. For the relevant percentages in this work, there is no
significant increase in the hit rate when the face size is larger
than 100× 100 pixels. A good compromise is to use faces of
100 × 100 pixels and blocks of 27 × 27 pixels. This ratio is
sufficiently large to permit considerable variations in subject
pose. In addition, it takes advantage of an important feature
of the IPD: its tolerance to small variations in illumination,
scale and pose. These image and block sizes were used in all
subsequent experiments.

E. Cross-dataset Validation Between the BioID and Color
FERET Datasets

We performed cross-dataset validation between the BioID
and FERET datasets, with the results presented in Figure 5.

TABLE II: Evaluation of our method for eworst values of
interest on BioID dataset.

Precision IPD Accuracy
e ≤ 0.05 88.3± 2.4
e ≤ 0.10 92.7± 1.7
e ≤ 0.15 94.5± 1.9
e ≤ 0.20 96.3± 1.2
e ≤ 0.25 98.9± 0.7

TABLE III: Performance comparison of various methods on
the BioID dataset. ‡ Values provided by [39]. † Values pro-
vided by [28]. § Values provided by [55]. The best results and
our results are indicated in bold. (1) Using MIC+SIFT. A “−”
symbol indicates a case in which the authors did not provide
a worst-eye curve and the corresponding values could not be
estimated.

Method e ≤ 0.05 e ≤ 0.1 e ≤ 0.25

Cristinacce et al., 2004‡ [52] 57.0% 96.0% 97.1%

Niu et al., 2006‡ [49] 75.0% 93.0% 97.0%

Timm and Barth, 2011‡ [39] 82.5% 93.4% 98.0%

Valenti and Gevers, 2012† (1) [28] 86.09% 91.67% 97.87%
Wu and Ji, 2014 [66] − − 98.12%

Markus et al., 2014 [57] 89.9% 97.1% 99.7%

Ren et al., 2014§ [55] 77.08% 92.25% 98.99%

Chen and Liu, 2015§ [61] 88.79% 95.20% 98.98%
IPD 88.3% 92.7% 98.9%

The curves labeled as FERET represent the experiments in
which we trained the IPD using the BioID dataset and assessed
its performance using the FERET dataset. The converse is true
for the curves labeled as BioID. As seen from the plots, the
results are better for training on BioID and testing on FERET.
Such results are to be expected, since the BioID dataset is
more challenging than the FERET dataset.

F. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods of eye detection

A global performance evaluation of our detection method is
presented in Figure 6. To determine the performance bounds,
we have plotted the three normalized errors (as described in
Section V-C) in this graph. Some qualitative results are shown
in Figure 7, which depicts the detection results and ground
truths superimposed on several images from the BioID dataset.
The average hit rates and standard deviations for relevant
values of eworst (see Equation (29)) are listed in Table II.
Since we used k-fold cross-validation with 10 folds in all
experiments, all results are presented as the average across
all folds. From these average hit rate values and their low
variance, we can conclude that the IPD is worth considering
as a fiducial point detector.

Table III shows a comparison with state-of-the-art methods.
For all methods represented in the table, the assessments were
performed using the same dataset (BioID is the standard in
the literature for this type of comparison) and the same error
metric (eworst is also a standard metric). Although the training
and testing procedures may differ among these evaluations,
the comparisons can be considered fair if we regard each
method as a black box. Each column presents the results for
the corresponding value of eworst. Our method is the 3rd best
for the highest accuracy (e ≤ 0.05), which indicates that it is
capable of locating the pupil with good precision. Although
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Fig. 3: Average hit rates for the right pupil using face sizes of 50× 50 pixels up to 100× 100 pixels and several block sizes.

TABLE IV: Performance comparison of various methods on the BioID, LFPW, COFW and FERET datasets.

BioID LFPW COFW FERET
Left Eye Right Eye Left Eye Right Eye Left Eye Right Eye Left Eye Right Eye

IPD 93.9± 1.6 97.6± 1.1 77.5± 5.7 80.7± 5.7 76.9± 2.9 76.4± 4.3 98.9± 0.6 98.6± 1
Sun et al., 2013 [32] 99.3 100.0 99.3 99.7 − − − −
Li et al., 2015 [65] 98.2 98.1 96.9 96.8 − − − −
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Fig. 4: Average hit rates for the right pupil using face sizes
of 50× 50 up to 100× 100 pixels and a relative block size of
28%.

our method’s ranking is worse for more permissive criteria,
our results remain competitive, especially if one considers our
method’s advantage of low computational complexity. It is
worth mentioning that our results are close to the best ones
for all accuracies, particularly with regard to the standard
deviation values shown in Table II. Furthermore, one should
not disregard the fact that some of the methods listed in
Table III are global (as discussed in Section II). In these cases,

direct comparison is not entirely fair. Even so, the IPD can
be used to initialize such methods or to reduce their search
regions.

In Table IV, we present a comparison with the methods in-
troduced in [32] and [65] on two datasets: BioID and LFPW. In
this experiment, the eye is considered to be correctly detected
if e ≤ 0.10. When analyzing these results, one should bear
in mind that the IPD has a lower computational complexity
than either of the methods of [32] and [65] (as discussed later
in this section). Unlike the IPD, which is a local method,
both [32] and [65] use global information and are based on
convolutional neural networks (see Section II for a brief review
of these methods). Considering this, one could argue that
although the hit rates of the IPD on the BioID dataset are
slightly inferior to those of the methods of [32] and [65],
they still remain competitive. As expected, the hit rates on
the LFPW dataset are lower, since this is a challenging, in-the-
wild dataset that presents large variations in pose, illumination,
facial expression and occlusion. However, the hit rates are
still approximately 80%, which we consider a good result for
a fast method on such a challenging dataset. Table IV also
presents results obtained on FERET and COFW. As stated in
Section V-A, FERET is an easy dataset, and indeed, the results
are good. By contrast, the COFW dataset is quite challenging,
with characteristics similar to those of the LFPW dataset but
with more extensive occlusion. One can see that the results
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Fig. 5: Cross-dataset validation results. Red curves: training
on BioID and testing on FERET. Black curves: training on
FERET and testing on BioID.
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Fig. 6: Hit rates vs. normalized errors for the worst eye, best
eye, and average eye (see Section V-C).

obtained on the COFW dataset are similar to those obtained
on the LFPW dataset.

In our experiments, our method required 83.4 ms on average
to find both eyes in the images from the BioID dataset. Of
this total time, 12.4 ms corresponds to the preprocessing step,
20.5 ms is needed to find the right eye, 50.2 ms is needed to

Fig. 7: Some results from the BioID dataset. Green circles
represent the ground truth; red crosses represent the automatic
labels. Top row: successful examples. Bottom row: unsuccess-
ful ones.

TABLE V: Comparison of the execution times of the IPD with
those of other methods in the literature. The speeds are given
in frames per second (FPS).

FPS Language Machine
Sun et al., 2013 [32] 8.33 C++ 3.3 GHz CPU
Li et al., 2015 [65] 10.5 MATLAB 3.3 GHz CPU

Chen and Liu, 2015 [61] 8.33 MATLAB 3.0 GHz CPU
IPD 12 MATLAB 3.0 GHz CPU

find the left eye, and 0.3 ms is required for post-processing.
The difference between the localization times for the left
and right eyes is due to the fact that the left-eye RoI is
larger than the right-eye RoI – see Figure 2). The IPD is
fast because it essentially requires only the computation of
inner products. The inner products needed in the IPD can be
naturally computed in parallel. Thus, the IPD can benefit a
great deal from the use of parallel architectures, such as GPUs
and multiple processors. We implemented our algorithms in
MATLAB, and the experiment times reported above were
obtained using a machine with a 3.07 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7 Q950 CPU with 8 GB of DDR3/1333 MHz RAM memory.

In Table V, we present a comparison of the execution times
of the IPD with those of other methods in the literature.
It is important to note that although the IPD appears to be
faster than the other methods listed in the table, these results
are merely illustrative. This is because the algorithms were
implemented using different languages, and different machines
were used in each experiment. A more useful indicator of
the IPD’s speed is its computational complexity. Since in
our experiments, we subtracted the sample mean, the IPD
formulation described in Equation (13) becomes

xm = arg max
x∈C

[
hT
C1

(x− µx)

‖hC1‖‖x− µx‖

]
. (30)

In the above equation, the inner product can be decomposed
into two parts: hT

C1
x and −hT

C1
µx. The first term can be

computed as a 2D convolution for each pixel in the RoI,
with a complexity of O

(
k2N2

)
using a naïve approach or

a complexity of O (kN log (kN)) using an FFT, for a block
size of k and an image size of N . The second term is constant
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and can be computed offline. Subtracting it requires O
(
N2
)

addition operations.
The detector norm ‖hC1‖ can be computed offline. The

norm ‖x − µx‖ can be decomposed into ‖x‖, which can
be computed using integral images with a complexity of
O
(
N2
)

[82]; ‖µx‖, a constant that can be computed offline;
and −2xTµx, which can be computed as a 2D convolution
with the same complexity as for the term hT

C1
x.

It is important to note that the results presented in Table V
were obtained using the naïve implementation of the 2D
convolution, with a complexity of O

(
k2R

)
, where R is the

number of points in the RoI and R� N2.

G. Eye tracking experiments

In this section, we present the results obtained using the
two algorithms that integrate the IPD into the framework
of a particle filter. In the parametric case (when the IPD is
used as a parametric density estimator), we found the best
value of the parameter dP via a leave-one-out cross-validation
with a grid search procedure on our video dataset [78]. The
best average error for the test set was eP = 6.94, with a
standard deviation of σP = 3.08. In four of five folds, a
value of d2P = 2.25 produced the smallest error. Using the
nonparametric algorithm, the parameter dNP was obtained
in the same manner as in parametric case, with an error of
eNP = 5.85 and a standard deviation of σNP = 2.23. In three
of five folds, the smallest average error was obtained using
d2NP = 0.3.

The average errors and standard deviations for the two
algorithms are shown in Table VI. There, it can be seen that
the nonparametric algorithm yields the errors with the smallest
means and standard deviations for the two video datasets used
in this work: High Definition and Talking Face.

TABLE VI: Average relative errors of the methods described in
this paper for the video sequences. The results were obtained
by taking the average of the relative errors for all frames.

High Definition Talking Face
Method error [%] std error [%] std

IPD+PF Parametric 9.78 5.03 7.73 4.87
LDA+PF Parametric 11.25 5.07 8.40 4.75

IPD+PF Nonparametric 6.94 3.08 7.56 4.29
LDA+PF Nonparametric 9.63 4.84 8.64 4.93

We show the relative errors per frame for the two tracking
methods in Figure 8. The curves labeled “P” correspond to
the parametric method described in the previous section. The
curves labeled “NP” are related to the nonparametric method.
Each curve represents the average error for the two eyes, where
the error was obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance
between the manual annotation and the tracking result and
expressing it as a percentage of the interocular distance. Gaps
occur in the curves at frames for which there is no manual
annotation, that is, when some occlusion is present. Examples
are when the subject is blinking or when his/her hand is in
front of his/her head (this occurs in some frames between
frames 50 and 150 of sequence 02 and between frames 200
and 250 of sequence 08). Peaks in error of greater than 10%

of the interocular distance are due to momentary loss of
tracking, in most cases for just one of the eyes. It can be
noted that the errors for sequences 01 and 02 are larger. This is
because these sequences are more strongly affected by blurring
and compression artifacts. These facts demonstrate why the
average error is larger for these sequences.

Figure 9 shows the visual tracking result of the nonpara-
metric method for several frames selected from all sequences
in our database1. The circles are the manually annotated
ground truths, and the crosses are the tracking results for
the nonparametric method. The circles mark the ground truth
positions, whereas the crosses mark the tracking results. The
proposed nonparametric method is sufficiently robust to con-
tinue tracking even under difficult conditions, such as total or
partial occlusions, in cases in which the subject is blinking or
placing his/her hand in front of his/her head, or in the presence
of blurring and compression artifacts. Note the absence of the
reference in some frames. This occurs because the sequences’
annotators were instructed not to mark a pupil if they were
unsure of its position. It is also important to note that the
manual annotation is noisy in all sequences, which contributes
to the lack of smoothness of the curves in Figure 8.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented the IPD, a weak classifier
that finds the probability distribution functions of desired
features (in this paper, eyes) in images. It is simple and fast,
and it naturally fits well in a Bayesian framework, such as
the Kalman or particle filter, for tracking features in video
sequences.

The IPD is a dot-product classifier, and it is distinct from
other linear approaches such as linear regression and LDA.
The IPD’s discriminant function is more selective – it finds
a projection vector related to the angular separation between
class and non-class instances. By contrast, both LDA and
linear regression bisect the space with an hyperplane. When
the classes are unbalanced, and the portion of the space
occupied by the class of interest is much smaller than the
portion of the space occupied by the negative class, the IPD
tends to have a clear advantage over these methods.

The IPD can detect the eyes in 88.3% of the images in the
BioID dataset with an error of less than 5% of the interocular
distance. This result is comparable to those for other methods
in the literature, with the added advantage that no global face
model is used. We have also shown that the IPD is tolerant
to small variations in the desired pattern, has a good potential
for generalization, is fast, and can be implemented in parallel.

The IPD’s output is a cloud of points, each associated with a
value. The greater the IPD value is, the greater is the similarity
of the corresponding point to the desired pattern. If we employ
this information to estimate the distribution of a feature on
an image, the IPD can be used to perform eye tracking in
video sequences within a Bayesian filter framework. In this
work, we propose both a parametric and a nonparametric
approach to using the IPD’s output to obtain an estimate

1The corresponding videos and their visual tracking results can be viewed
at http://www.smt.ufrj.br/∼biometria/etr [78].
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Fig. 8: Results for the proposed method using the IPD as a detector on our high-definition video sequence database. The error
is the distance between the ground truth and the tracking result. Each curve represents the average error for the two eyes.

of the a posteriori distribution in a particle filter tracker.
Our nonparametric method of density estimation yields an
average relative error of 7.56% of the interocular distance on
the Talking Face dataset [79] and an error of 6.94% of the
interocular distance on our own video dataset [78], which is
composed of five sequences depicting four subjects of different
genders and skin colors with different backgrounds, blurring
due to fast motion, compression artifacts, and eye occlusion.

As a simple and computationally efficient dot-product weak
classifier, the IPD is highly appropriate for use in conjunction
with several of the meta-classification techniques that are com-

monly applied in computer vision, such as bagging, boosting,
and cascade structures.

In our future work, we plan to address the case of multiple
appearances of a feature using several IPDs working together
as well as a global face model for combining tracking results
for multiple features.
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